
This report looks at the following areas:

65% of workplace pension holders are confident that they have all the
information they need about their pension. This apparent confidence, though, is
undermined by the fact that 44% say they do not even know how much of their
salary they are contributing to it. Auto-enrolment has been a huge success in
expanding membership of workplace pensions but more needs to be done
now to improve engagement and understanding to maximise the benefits of
this success.
In 2020, workplace pensions have been and will be hit by COVID-19 in two
ways. Job losses and reduced incomes due to furloughing will put a dent in
contributions, while the stock market volatility brought about by the outbreak
has hurt the value of pension funds.

With auto-enrolment having reached all workplaces and no further planned
increases to minimum contributions (currently 8%, including 5% from employees),
future growth in workplace pensions is largely dependent on savers voluntarily
increasing the amount they pay in. With consumer confidence shaken and
pensions typically a low-engagement product, this is highly unlikely to happen
en masse anytime soon.
There are opportunities to cut through the lack of awareness, though. Despite
delays, Pension Dashboards remain a key part of the development of
workplace pensions. When they are launched, hopefully in the not-too-distant
future, they have the potential to significantly improve consumer engagement,
helping pension savers to better understand their pensions and retirement
needs.

KeKey isy issues cosues covverered in this Red in this Reporeportt

•• The impact of COVID-19 on workplace pensions.
•• The size of the workplace pensions market and forecast of future new

business.
•• Innovation and competitive strategies in the market.
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•• The penetration of workplace pensions among employees and the types of
pensions held.

•• Consumer understanding of workplace pensions.
•• Consumer attitudes towards workplace pensions, including attitudes

towards ethical investing and communications from pension providers.

PrProducts cooducts covverered in this Red in this Reporeportt

There are various types of workplace pension, which can be broadly
segmented into two main groups: occupational trust-based schemes and
group contract-based pensions.

The focus of this Report is on insurance-administered workplace schemes,
comprising funded occupational pensions, group personal pensions (GPPs)
and group stakeholder pensions (GSPs).

TTrurust-based pensionsst-based pensions

An occupational pension is a scheme organised by an employer, or on behalf
of a group of employers, to provide benefits for employees on their retirement
and for their dependents on their death. Legally, an occupational scheme is
defined as one that has scheme trustees and is governed by trust law and, thus,
may also be referred to as a trust-based scheme.

Occupational pensions come in two main forms: defined-benefit (DB) or
salary-related (eg final salary, career average salary) and defined-
contribution (DC) or money-purchase schemes.

A master trust is a multi-employer trust-based scheme that differs only from a
normal trust-based DC scheme in that it is open to the employees of many
employers, the staff of which are all treated equally and follow the same rules.

ContrContract-based pensionsact-based pensions

A group personal pension is a collection of personal pensions, arranged by an
employer for its employees. GPPs are run by pension providers (usually an
insurance company) and managed on a group basis. They may have lower
charges than individual personal pensions, because the provider may offer the
employer a discount for the volume of policies.
Group stakeholder pensions, also known as employer-sponsored stakeholder
pensions, are similar to GPPs in that they are group schemes with the same rules
for eligibility, transfers, benefits, contributions and taxation. However, GSPs must
meet a set of conditions, laid down by the government, relating to charging
structure, penalties and minimum contributions.

All contract-based pensions are DC arrangements.
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CCOVID-19: markOVID-19: market contet conteextxt

This update on the impact that COVID-19 is having on UK consumers was
prepared on 31 July 2020.
The first COVID-19 cases were confirmed in the UK at the end of January, with a
small number of cases in February. The government focused on the ‘contain’
stage of its strategy, with the country continuing to operate much as normal. As
the case level rose, the government ordered the closure of non-essential stores
on 20 March.
A wider lockdown requiring people to stay at home except for essential
shopping, exercise and work ‘if absolutely necessary’ followed on 23 March.
Initially, a three-week timeframe was put on the measures, which was extended
in mid-April for another three weeks.
On 10 May 2020, the Prime Minister announced revised guidance,
recommending that people who could not work from home should return to the
workplace, and giving people more scope to spend time out of the home.
Further relaxations to lockdown rules were announced in the week of 23 May,
including gradual reopening of non-essential retailers, and increased
opportunities for social interaction across households. Hospitality businesses
and other public places began to reopen from 4 July.
The government has announced a series of measures to kick-start the
economy, including a targeted VAT reduction, a temporary increase to the
stamp-duty threshold to incentivise house purchases and a discount scheme for
pubs and restaurants.
At the end of July, though, concerns over a second wave of infections had led
to a re-imposition of quarantine regulations of travellers arriving from Spain,
and a pause on further relaxations of social distancing measures.
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Figure 1: Expected impact of COVID-19 on workplace
pensions, short, medium and long term, 31 July 2020

• New premiums are forecast to fall by a quarter in 2020
Figure 2: Forecast of value of new insurer-administered
workplace pension business (APE), 2015-25

• 77% of employees are enrolled in a workplace pension
• COVID-19 has hit contributions and fund values

Figure 3: Annual unemployment rate (forecast), 2007-24
• Reviews focus on value for money and protection for savers
• Companies and brands
• NEST is the biggest workplace pension provider
• Ethical and eco-friendly investing becomes a mainstream

concern
• Above-the-line adspend fell to £12.2 million in 2019/20

Figure 4: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail
advertising expenditure on pension products* and advice,
2015/16-2019/20

• The consumer
• Three quarters of employees are enrolled in a workplace

pension
Figure 5: Workplace pension enrolment, April 2020

• Significant confusion around pension types
Figure 6: Type of workplace pension enrolled in, by
employment sector, April 2020

• Almost half don’t know how much they are contributing to
their pension
Figure 7: Workplace pension contributions, April 2020

• High satisfaction with regularity of pension updates
Figure 8: Attitudes towards workplace pension
communications and investments, April 2020
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• Confidence in pensions understanding may be seriously
misplaced
Figure 9: Consumers’ understanding of their workplace
pension, April 2020

• Investment strategies must consider planned retirement
dates
Figure 10: Consumer attitudes towards workplace pensions,
April 2020

• What we think

• How COVID-19 is reshaping the market
• Job losses and furloughing will dent contributions this year
• The crisis has highlighted the need for greater education

and engagement
• The impact of COVID-19 on consumers
• No early signs of a COVID-19 rise in opt-out rates...
• …but concerns over fund performance could change

retirement plans
• A boost in saving activity could benefit pensions
• ESG investing remains a growing area of consumer concern
• How brands are responding to COVID-19
• Pension firms are highlighting the threat of

COVID-19-related scams
• Scottish Widows reiterates the value of increased flexibility

in accessing funds

• COVID-19 raises the need for pensions engagement and
understanding

• The facts
• The implications
• The pension membership gender gap has closed but

inequalities remain
• The facts
• The implications
• ESG investing is hitting the mainstream
• The facts
• The implications

• New premiums are forecast to fall by a quarter in 2020
• 77% of employees are enrolled in a workplace pension
• COVID-19 has hit contributions and fund values

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON WORKPLACE PENSIONS
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• Reviews focus on value for money and protection for savers

• Outlook in light of COVID-19
• Short-, medium- and long-term impact on the industry

Figure 11: Expected impact of COVID-19 on workplace
pensions, short, medium and long term, 31 July 2020

• Short-term impact (0-6 months)
• Medium-term impact (6-24 months)
• Long-term impact (2+ years)
• New contracts are down but premiums rose by 15% in 2019…

Figure 12: Volume and value of total new insurer-administered
workplace pension business (regular and single premium
business), 2015-19

• …and regular premiums rose by over a quarter
Figure 13: Volume and value of total new insurer-administered
workplace pension business, by type of premium, 2015-19

• Insurer-administered DC schemes were worth £76 billion in
2018
Figure 14: Volume of insurer-administered DB and DC pension
scheme members and value of premiums and assets under
administration, 2018

• New business is tied to the performance of the jobs market
Figure 15: Forecast of value of new insurer-administered
workplace pension business (APE), 2015-25
Figure 16: Forecast of value of new insurer-administered
workplace pension business (APE), 2020-25

• Lessons from the financial crisis
Figure 17: Volume and value of total new insurer-administered
workplace pension business (regular and single premium
business), 2007-15
Figure 18: Volume and value of new insurer-administered
workplace pension business, by type of premium, 2007-15

• Workplace pension membership has plateaued
Figure 19: Proportion of employees who are enrolled in a
workplace pension, 2010-19

• Only 48% of private-sector part-time workers have a
workplace pension
Figure 20: Proportion of employees who are enrolled in a
workplace pension, by employment sector and working
pattern, 2019

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST

TRENDS IN WORKPLACE PENSION MEMBERSHIP
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• Pension types are split between the public and private
sectors
Figure 21: Type of workplace pension enrolled in, by
employment sector, 2019

• The impact of COVID-19 on workplace pensions
• Unemployment is set to spike in 2020…

Figure 22: Annual unemployment rate (forecast), 2007-24
• …with the number of benefits claimants having already

risen sharply
Figure 23: Unemployment benefit claimant rate, January
2007-May 2020

• Furloughing will hit contributions
Figure 24: Volume and value of Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme claims, 23 April-5 July 2020

• Fund values have fallen
• 10.3 million employees have been auto-enrolled into a

workplace pension
Figure 25: Auto-enrolment declarations of compliance, May
2020

• Expansion of auto-enrolment is still set for the ‘mid-2020s’
• Number of master trusts shrinks due to new authorisation

regime
• Reviews focus on value for money and protection for savers
• Pensions Dashboards continue to be the subject of debate
• “Backto60” campaign set for Court of Appeal
• State pension ‘triple lock’ brought under threat as a result of

COVID-19…
• …while the outbreak has forced MaPS to change priorities
• Call for quicker re-enrolment for COVID-19 pension

dropouts

• NEST is the biggest workplace pension provider
• COVID-19 raises fraud worries and calls for flexibility
• Ethical and eco-friendly investing becomes a mainstream

concern
• Above-the-line adspend fell to £12.2 million in 2019/20

• NEST is the biggest workplace pension provider

MARKET DRIVERS

REGULATORY AND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

PROVIDER RANKINGS
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• Cardano Group completes acquisition of NOW: Pensions
• Rothesay Life regains market lead in trust-based pension

business
Figure 26: Rankings of top 20 providers of trust-based
pension business, by gross written premiums, 2016-18

• Individual and work-based rankings
Figure 27: Rankings of top 20 providers of individual and
work-based pension business, by gross written premiums,
2016-18

• Firms face up to COVID-19-related scams
• Scottish Widows calls for pensions flexibility in times of

crisis
• Ethical and eco-friendly investing is a mainstream concern
• PensionBee becomes founding partner of “Make My Money

Matter”
• NEST steps up climate action
• Aviva launches ‘Stewardship lifestyle strategy’ for ethical

investing
• NEST introduces choice of death benefit to help with tax

considerations
• Revolut and Smart Pension team up for speedy auto-

enrolment

• COVID-19 and the marketing mix
• Above-the-line adspend fell to £12.2 million in 2019/20

Figure 28: Total above-the-line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on pension products* and
advice, 2015/16-2019/20

• Government campaigns made up two thirds of adspend in
the last year
Figure 29: Top 10 advertisers of pension products* and
advice, 2017/18-2019/20

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Reduced spending and state support have softened the
blow of COVID-19

• Three quarters of employees are enrolled in a workplace
pension

• Significant confusion around pension types

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ACTIVITY

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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• Almost half don’t know how much they are contributing to
their pension

• High satisfaction with regularity of pension updates
• Confidence in pensions understanding may be seriously

misplaced
• Investment strategies must consider planned retirement

dates

• Financial wellbeing has survived the outbreak
Figure 30: The financial wellbeing index, January 2015-June
2020

• Reduced outgoings have limited the financial hit of
COVID-19
Figure 31: How consumers have been affected or changed
their behaviour as a result of COVID-19, 21-28 May 2020

• Finances are more likely to have declined than improved in
the last year…
Figure 32: Changes in household finances, January 2015-June
2020

• …and a third are worse off since the start of the COVID-19
outbreak
Figure 33: Changes in financial situation since the start of the
COVID-19 outbreak, 25 June-1 July 2020

• Confidence fell sharply when lockdown was announced
Figure 34: The financial confidence index, January 2015-June
2020

• Serious concerns about the impact of COVID-19 on jobs and
the economy
Figure 35: Consumer views on the impact of the COVID-19
outbreak on the UK economy and their own finances, 18-24
June 2020

• Savings priorities have shifted since the outbreak started
Figure 36: Savings priorities, October 2019 vs May 2020

• Three quarters of employees are enrolled in a workplace
pension
Figure 37: Workplace pension enrolment, April 2020

• Part-time work limits membership among younger and older
workers
Figure 38: Workplace pension enrolment, by age, April 2020

• No early signs of a COVID-19 rise in opt-out rates

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE AND THE IMPACT OF COVID-19

WORKPLACE PENSION MEMBERSHIP
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Figure 39: Workplace pension enrolment, March 2019 vs April
2020

• Significant confusion around pension types
Figure 40: Type of workplace pension enrolled in, by
employment sector, April 2020

• Women should be the focus for raising awareness
Figure 41: Type of workplace pension enrolled in, by gender,
April 2020

• Almost half don’t know how much they are contributing to
their pension
Figure 42: Workplace pension contributions, April 2020

• DB members have higher average contributions
Figure 43: Workplace pension contributions – rebase, by type
of workplace pension enrolled in, April 2020

• Three quarters are happy with pension updates…
Figure 44: Attitudes towards workplace pension
communications, April 2020

• …but only half have received information on retirement
options

• Strong prospects for growth of digital services
Figure 45: Agreement with the statement “I have used/would
be interested in using an app that gave me access to
information about my workplace pension”, by age, April 2020

• Confidence in pensions understanding may be seriously
misplaced
Figure 46: Consumers’ understanding of their workplace
pension, April 2020

• COVID-19 and pensions behaviours

• Investment strategies must consider planned retirement
dates
Figure 47: Consumer attitudes towards workplace pensions,
April 2020

• Understanding does not extend to researching retirement
needs

TYPE OF WORKPLACE PENSION SCHEME

WORKPLACE PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS

WORKPLACE PENSION COMMUNICATIONS

UNDERSTANDING OF WORKPLACE PENSIONS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS WORKPLACE PENSIONS
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Figure 48: Agreement with selected attitudes towards
workplace pensions, by response to the statement “I am
confident I have all the information I need about my
workplace pension”, April 2020

• Ethical and eco concerns peak among urban families
Figure 49: Agreement with the statement “It’s important to me
that my workplace pension is invested in funds that have a
positive impact on society (eg invested in companies with
strong environmental values)”, CHAID – Tree output, April
2020

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• CHAID analysis methodology

Figure 50: Workplace Pensions – CHAID – Table output, April
2020

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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